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1. Iutrductim 
One of the outstanding unsolved problems of numbl:r theory is to determine tie 
arithmetic nature of the numbers Q(2k - 1) (k = 2,3,,. i). In spite of much work, 
there is very little progress in proving what is commonly believed to be true, 
namely that 
l(2k - 1) 
n- Zk-1 
is irrational and, in fact, very likely transcendental. Along siightly difFerem lines, 
there has been some attention in recent years on certain formulae for. [(2k 7 I) 
which arise from certain identities among elliptic modular functions (see El,? 4,6]). 
The first such formula is to be found in Ramanujan’s notebook but now there are 
many variants and extensions (e.g. to number fields) known. 
In this note, we wish to derive further such general formulas for c(2k - I). We 
show how such formulas can be obtained by considering the periods of certain 
generalized ,_G__l__ G+ pg integrals first introduced in [3] and [7]. 
2. Generalized Eichier integrab 
Let r be a Fuchsian group of the first kind operating on the complex upDer 
half-plane and let f(z) be an automorphic form for k of even, integral weight 21s. 
Asstrme that T has im as a cusp and tkat the Fourier expansion of f(z) about im is 
given by 
Letn=2k-2an 
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of degree 6 n. Define an action of r on C1, [z] via 
P-+P L 
@~o)(x)=p(aZ)j(*~r)n, j(~r,z)=cz+d~ u = c* i . 
( ) 
An Eichler integral. attached to 1: is any (n + 1).fold iterated integral of fi For 
example, two possibilities are 
K)(r) = ;ti f(T)@ - 2)” dT, 2&X, 
l 
1 h 
GO(Z) = (n’+ QJ Q 92*+l+ jz 
( ) 
n+l = 
c 
a, 2rimzjA -e e 
??I 
n+l 
m=l 
FO and Go will be called th 2 standard Eichler integrals of the @t and second tvpe, 
respectively. 
Let F be any Eichler illtegrdl of f, Then F sat&es the tra.nsformation law 
F(CZ jj(0, z)” = F (zj+Prr(tj, Pu ECn[zl* 
The polynomial pm is called the period of F with respect o CT. If F and G are any 
two Eichler integrals of f with periods p. and qW, respectively, then there exists 
h E C, [z ] such that 
p. - q7 := h Iv - li. 
It is well-known how to use the polynomial periods p. in order to construct a 
cohomology theory for r (see [2, 51) 
Fix an automorphic form P, z. E H, and a polynomial p E C, ;lz]. The function 
GkP) = (’ fWp(Wu 
20 
is called a generalized EicMer integral and was introduced in [3] in connectis% with 
a study of the values of ray class zeta functions of real quadratic fields at integral 
arguments. In that connection, we proved a transformation law for G(z, p) when z 
is replaced by cz As a direct consequence of [3, Theorem 34, we have: 
. Let o= E r and = the period polynomial of Fo(z ). Further, let 
n 
PW = 
en 
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P = ait*, 
i-0 
q = j$o &z’ both in Cn[t]. 
4 
Then one easily verifies the following 
de 2, (p,q L)=(p!G-#.pjq E 
Theorem 2.1 is stated in terms of the pxiod polyynomial pz of Fo. Actually, it is 
much more profitable to state it in terms of the period polynomial q “, of GO, namely. 
Lemma 2.3. p”, = qz+ (C- C Ip), where 
oof. Since G&““)(z) = f(z)? we have 
F.(z)=+ I ’ Gp+l'(r)(r - z)” dr. . 20 
Repeated k~tegration by parts yields 
F&) = Go(r) -t 2 y G#'(t,,)(z - .zOy. 
j-o l 
From this f:ormula, the lemma follows directly. 
Combining Theorem 2.1 with Lemmas 2.2 and 3 2 we obtain the following result. d.‘, . . W VV.I___ - 
Henceforth, let k 2 2, I’ = 
E E(z) = the Eisentein series 
term in its Fourier ex;;h&m atmut b dye& 1,. Tf-t is. 
ore, let P(r) = 
so that the c;onstant 
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qti(z) = iQ‘, (z)+ Ek (1 I,, - 1) 
where 
Qo (2) = f; Ai (a)~‘, Ai (a) E 
j 4 
(3 1) . 
where B2L = the ‘1%~ th Bernoulli number. Moreover, the polynomial Q0 (z) can be 
specified in terms of generalized Dedekind sums: Let B,(x) denote the rth 
Bernoulli polynomial, P,(x) ‘= B, (x - [xl), 
‘it”) = ,(& pi (- $) P2k-i (f) l 
Then 
a,(z)= ’ -2y (.2k ) s2,-,- Blk*(2k- l)! i=o ~+l @)(cz + dy’ + (R lo)(r)- R(t), 
where 
1 
R(z)= (2k -l)! 
It is clear from the above formulas that Q0 (z) E Q[r]. 
By combining (3.1) with Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 2.2, we immediately deduce 
?lneorem 3.1. G(oz, p) = G(z, p Ia) + itp, Qe > i- (p - p lc9 c) -t Ek (P - P 1~ 1). 
It may be the case that Theorem 3.1 provides no information about [(2k - 1). 
Indeed, for some polynomials p, we can have p lW = p and for such p the term 
involving l(2k - 1) cancels out. Thus, let us say that p is u non-degenerate if 
(p - p I-, 1) # 0. From Theorem 3.1, we immediately derive 
Corollary 3.2. Assume that p is o mm-degenerate. Then 
5W - 1) = & 
(27A)2k-1 2k l ~~[G(“.p)-G(z,p!,)-i(p,O,)-(p-pl,,C)J. 0) 
The last formula assumes an interesting shape if z := zo, since in this case 
G(n.p) = \*‘” f(T)p(T)dx 
10 
Thus, we have 
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Finally, assume that, in the last result, u is taken to be elliptic and z a fixed point 
of a. Then we derive 
Corollary 3.4. Assume that p is Q non-&geneFate, u elliptic, .z any fixed point of a. 
Then 
&k [(2k - 1) _ 
(27ri)2k-’ 2k l ~~;Ii@. QA+(p -P ~uX)la -9 
A comment concerning the significance of these formu& is in order. One of the 
outstanding problems in analytic number theory is that of determining the 
arithmetic nature of l(2k - 1). In contrast o the case of [(2k), one would expect 
that the quantity 
J(2k - 1) 
9r 2k-1 
is transcendental. Note that Corollary 3.4 gives a formula for this quantity. If we 
restrict ourselves to polynomials p E Q[z], then the quantities (p - p I=, 1) and 
(p,, Q,,) are rational and thus the formula gives a rational approximation to 
J’(2k - l)/(2ai)2k-1. It is possible that one could, by a study of the error (essentially 
(p - p I_, C)), derive a series of rational approximations to this quantity which 
would prove transcendence (or at least irrationality). 
It is interesting to note that for p = (z - i)2k-2, a = c :I), z1 = i, the formula of 
Corollary 3.4 reduces to the Ramanujan formula [4]. 
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